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Abstract

The spatial data set has much useful information, but the amount of volume is massive
and the type is complex. It makes hard to analyze the spatial data. There are software
tools for general data. Hadoop is one of the tools to process the big data. Hadoop can be
used to analyze the large amount of spatial data. This paper proposed a data analysis
technique for massive spatial data using Hadoop. We extend the grid based clustering
algorithm to use Hadoop. The grid based clustering algorithm makes clusters with cells.
Each cell has a number that counts contained objects. Only the cells who had the
sufficient population can be join in clusters. The other cells ignored as noise. This paper
proposed to enhance performance using Hadoop. In order to evaluate the enhancement of
performance, the execution time is measured and compared. As the result, the proposed
algorithm is 1.8 times faster than the original grid based clustering algorithm.
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1. Introduction
The spatial data is difficult to analyze by human because its size is massive and it
represents by many types such as point, line and polygon. There were many researches for
analyzing spatial data to produce meaningful information from the past. But, there was
restriction on limitation in Hardware or Communications technology [1-3]. Become a Big
Data era these days, many tools that analyzing the massive data efficiently such as R or
Hadoop are released [4-6]. Especially Hadoop has strong point that it’s possible to
distributed processing the massive data in low cost, there’s a drift towards research about
Hadoop or System using Hadoop [7-9]. Hadoop consists of two parts, HDFS (Hadoop
Distributed File System) and MapReduce framework. HDFS distributes the massive data
and save it, and MapReduce framework distributes the massive data and processing it
[10-11]. Hadoop’s structure has one Master with many Slaves which processing
distributed data. But in Hadoop MapReduce, JobTracker plays a role of Master and
TaskTracker plays a role of Slaves to distribute processing. In this paper, we implement
the Grid Based Clustering algorithm using Hadoop MapReduce to analyzing spatial data.
This paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces Hadoop MapReduce and
Grid Based Clustering Algorithm. Chapter 3 describes the Grid Based Clustering
Algorithm using Hadoop MapReduce. Chapter 4 reports the result of the
experiment. Finally, Chapter 5 presents conclusion and future work.
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2. Related Works
2.1. Hadoop MapReduce
Hadoop MapReduce is a distributed framework for processing massive data. Hadoop
MapReduce consists of Map phase and Reduce phase. Each phase has input and output
that has key and value. In Map phase, Map task transforms received data to intermediate
key-value pair. The result of Map task is key-value pair. Reduce task extracts object data
from the result of Map task. Figure 1 shows how MapReduce processes request from a
client. A job is divided into many Map tasks and Reduce task in Hadoop MapReduce.
TaskTracker handles many Map tasks and Reduce task to send heartbeat to JobTracker in
certain time for notice the normal condition. The heartbeat is periodic signal. There is
Map task or Reduce task should be handled, assigned the task to available JobTracker.

Figure 1. Grid Based Clustering Algorithm
2.2. Grid Based Clustering Algorithm
In this paper, we extend the grid based clustering algorithm [12]. The grid based
clustering algorithm makes clusters by allocating objects in each cluster cells. Figure 2
shows the process of making clusters in the grid based clustering algorithm.

Figure 2. Grid Based Clustering Algorithm
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The summary of the algorithm is as follows:
- Calculate the each objects maximum value and minimum value on each dimension
- Draw square using these four points
- Divide the square in equal size and counting number of objects contained in cells
- Compare the number of objects with threshold
- Classify as noise if the number of objects are less than threshold else classify as -----------Cluster
- Connect adjacent Clusters
The algorithm can distinguish clusters from noise. In the Figure 2, the threshold
for noise is set to 4. The algorithm can deal with not only spatial 2 -dimensinal space
but also n-dimensional data cube including aspatial (attribute) data.

3. Grid Based Clustering Algorithm Using Hadoop MapReduce
We propose a method for grid based clustering algorithm using Hadoop. The input of
the algorithm is a set of spatial data. The type of the input spatial data can be point, line,
and polygon. Figure 3 shows summary of the proposed algorithm. The process consists of
map method, shuffling, reduce method, clustering method. The map and reduce method
implements the Hadoop map function and reduce function, respectively. The clustering
method is extended the original grid based clustering algorithm for Hadoop.

Figure 3. Processing of Proposed Algorithm
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3.1. Map Method
Figure 4 shows Algorithm of Map Method. The Map Method extract the data to
clustering in input data, calculate the Cell Address which has assigned data. First of all,
read the data line by line to make pairs of key-value that has Row Number as key and
Data in a Row as value. Split the Data in a Row to extract x and y value for calculate the
address. The Map Method sets 1 (integer one) as value to make a key-value pair. Hadoop
merges these returned values and makes <key, list of Integer 1> pair with the same Cell
Address.

Figure 4. Algorithm of Map Method
Figure 5 shows GetCellAddress algorithm to calculate Cell Address.

Figure 5. Algorithm of GetCellAddress
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3.2. Reduce Method
Figure 6 shows the Algorithm of Reduce Method. Reduce Method counts the number
of assigned data on cell address with comparing with threshold to group candidate of
cluster or noise. As explained in Section 3.1, Reduce Method receives key-value pairs that
consist of cell address and list of integer 1. The cell address is key. The list of Integer 1 is
value. To classify the candidate of cluster and noise, Reduce Method calculates the sum
of list of Integer 1. If its result has same or bigger than the threshold it is classified as
candidate of cluster. If it less than the threshold, it is classified as noise. At last, Reduce
Method returns the key-value pairs. The key is cell address. The value is classified result
which can be cluster or noise.

Figure 6. Algorithm of Reduce Method
3.3. Clustering Method
Clustering Method checks the connection between candidates of clusters. It assigns
cluster number to each cluster. To assign the number of cluster, it uses variable cnt. When
the cluster number is assigned to a cluster, value of variable cnt increased by one. If a cell
is classified as a noise, it assigns cluster number to -1. If a cell is classified as a candidate
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of cluster, it assigns cluster number to the value of variable cnt. Figure 7 shows algorithm
of clustering method.

Figure 7. Algorithm of Clustering Method
Figure 8 shows condition of the connection.
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Figure 8. Condition of the Connection

4. Experiment and Result
All experiments are performed on a Hadoop Server with one Namenode and two Data
node. Operating system which is operated on Namenode and Datanodes is Ubuntu 12.04.
Namenode is equipped with Intel® Core 2 CPU 2.40GHz and 4GB of memory.
Datanodes are equipped with Intel® Core™i3 CPU 3.60GHz and 4GB of memory. Table
1 shows composition of Hadoop Server.
Table 1. Composition of Hadoop Server

4.1. Data Set and Implementing the Experiment
In order to implement the experiment, we generated the data for the experiment. We
generated point-data randomly and constructed data set. Figure 9 shows a data set which
consists of 500,000,000 point-data. The spatial data are much large in general. It reduces
the performance of analyzing the spatial data. In order to prove the performance of
proposed algorithm, we generated 4 data sets for experiment. Data sets consist of
1,000,000 10,000,000 100,000,000 and 500,000,000. In order to gather reliable result, we
implemented experiment 100 times each data set. The experiment for proposed algorithm
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was executed on Hadoop Server. The experiment for Grid Based Clustering Algorithm
was executed on a machine with Intel® Core™i3 CPU 3.60GHz and 4GB of memory.

Figure 9. Data Set for the Experiment

4.2. Result
Table 2 shows the result of the experiment each data set.
Table 2. Result of the Experiments

As can be seen in Figure 10, proposed algorithm is an about 1.8 times faster than Grid
Based Clustering Algorithm. In contrast, proposed algorithm is executed ordinarily and
performed clustering.
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Figure 10. Performance Comparison
Figure 11 shows difference of running time between two algorithms. In Figure 11,
difference of running time becomes wider as experiment data grows. The more efficiency
gained, the bigger data input by the clustering with the proposed method in this paper.

Figure 11. Difference Between Two Algorithms
Figure 12 shows the part of visualization result that clustered 5,000,000,000 points data
set.
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Figure 12. Result of Clustering

5. Conclusion
This paper proposed a technique for analyzing massive spatial data using Hadoop. It
extended the grid based clustering algorithm to use Hadoop. We performed the
experiment by using the spatial data in order to evaluate the performance of the proposed
algorithm. In order to implement the experiment, we generated the data for the
experiment. We generated point-data randomly and constructed Data Set. With respect to
performance time, proposed algorithm is 1.8 times faster than not to use Hadoop. A
between of running time becomes wider when Experiment data grows. The more
efficiency gained, the bigger data input by the clustering with the proposed method in this
paper. Proposed algorithm processes the spatial data efficiently by clustering the spatial
data at lower cost.
Our future works could focus on Data Mining and Deep Learning for spatial data using
Hadoop.
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